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The Office of Planning, Design & Construction is pleased to share weekly project updates with the campus, the community, and beyond. While not a comprehensive list, the updates below reflect our more substantial campus projects. If you would like additional details, or information regarding a project not listed below, please contact our office. Thank you for your interest in projects at Missouri State University.

Update for Week Ending January 10, 2020

Ozarks Educational Center, Bull Shoals Field Station
Adam Shuler, Project Manager
Interior drywall is being installed and nearing completion. The contractor is waiting on the cedar siding to arrive for installation. The siding will be sealed prior to installation due to the cold weather. The roof on the main building is almost complete and landscape work continues. The cabin framing and sheathing is complete and roofing is being installed.

Cooperative Engineering Expansion and the eFactory Business Incubator Expansion,
Robert W. Plaster Center for Free Enterprise
Adam Shuler, Project Manager
The majority of demolition is complete and the contractor is continuing to work overnight shifts to minimize disruption to building occupants. Wall framing, ductwork, piping, and electrical conduit are being installed. The ceiling in the west corridor has been removed and a protective scaffolding has been installed for pedestrian traffic. Walls for the elevator pit and framing for the new stair and mezzanine will start in the coming weeks.

Multi-Purpose Addition, Greenwood Laboratory School
Jerry Compton, Project Manager
Installation of the long-span steel roof has been completed and the installation of the deck is underway. Electrical service to the existing building was shut down on January 8 in order to tie in the feeder for the new addition. Construction of the masonry walls is nearing completion. The transitway will be closed until March in order to conduct construction activities.

Classroom Addition, McQueary Family Health Sciences Hall
Michael Mardis, Project Manager
The exterior foundation and walls are complete. The first floor concrete slab is complete. The structural steel frame is being erected. The contractor is working on interior concrete walls for large classroom tiers. The plumbing at the second floor bathrooms is complete. Floor and wall tile has been delivered for 2nd floor bathroom installation. Glass samples have been installed in the mock-up for review. We are wrapping up furniture selections and the order will be placed in February.
New Residence Hall  Bruce Colony, Project Manager
The fifth floor framing is well underway. The framing inspection failed due to incorrect alignment with the embed plates in the podium slab, as well as a few other safety and access concerns. However, the structural engineers are en-route to work on a solution and we expect them to proceed with the sixth-floor framing within the week.

Dining Center Infill, New Residence Hall  Bruce Colony, Project Manager
The shoring has been removed and the perimeter stem-wall for the exterior glazing is complete. The infill contractor is now preparing to mobilize and begin underground utility work.

ESports Complex, Springfield Campus  Adam Shuler, Project Manager
Design work continues and a design review will occur at the end of this month. Adjustable lighting, proper acoustics, adequate power, and functional finishes are being explored for design consideration. Furniture and equipment discussions are ongoing with stakeholders and case study research continues.